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Abstract: As vehicle population has been increasing on a daily basis, this leads towards increased number of

accidents. To overcome this issue, Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) has come up with lot of novel ideas such as 

vehicular communication, navigation and traffic controlling. In this study, the main focus is on congestion control at 

the intersections which result from unclear ahead. For this purpose, a city lane and intersection model has been 

proposed to manage vehicle mobility. It shows the actual vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to traffic infrastructure 

communication. The experiment was conducted using Network Simulator 2 (NS 2). The implementation required 

modelling the road side unit, traffic control unit, and on-board unit along the roadside. In the simulation, including 

traffic volume, the distance between two signals, end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, throughput and packet lost 

were taken into consideration. These parameters ensure efficient communication between the traffic signals. This 

results in improved congestion control and road safety, since the vehicles will be signalled not to enter the junction 

box and information about other vehicles.
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1. Introduction

Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) is a potential area in road safety, traffic management, and 
information passing for the drivers and commuters. VANETs are getting a major amount of focus as 
it can provide a large number of services. Many VANETs have been proposed by other researchers. 
However, this study suggests a novel solution to achieve congestion free traffic at the intersection to 
avoid the vehicles to enter the yellow box area at the intersection. The objective in the design of such 
networking is to achieve a congestion free traffic control to avoid the vehicles by using vehicle-to 
vehicle, vehicle to infrastructure and vehicle-to-roadside unit wireless communication. The On 
Board Units (OBU) vehicles were used to communicate with each other as well as with Road Side 
Units (RSUs) located at main points on the road at a calculated interval. A network is created by the 
connection of the vehicles and RSUs, called a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), further, the RSUs 
connected to internet. In this study a VANET based vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to signal control 
that is, the infrastructure based road traffic control system which can collect traffic information from 
individual cars and disseminate information of road traffic over a network to control the traffic 
signalling is presented so as to avoid the vehicle from the entering the yellow box on the intersection. 
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In the current road traffic signalling systems road sensors are used in some busy streets of cities to 
estimate traffic arrivals which provide a very limited information about the traffic status [2]. 

2. Literature Review

Many proven ways and means were suggested by different researchers to trounce the issues in 
managing the traffic. Researcher further carried on the studies on collision warning algorithms for 
individual vehicle drivers for the purpose safety and designing the system. Furthermore, it deals 
with the improvement of safety systems in the area of Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks. In the past few 
years, collision warning system have been developed to help reduce the rear-end collision. 
However, these types of systems dependent on the vehicles drivers, thereby the distinct 
characteristics of individual drivers are hereby ignored [3]. 

The impact of 802.11p channel hopping on VANET communication protocols was narrated by 
E. A. Donato and G. Maia. VANETs are a particular type of a moving networks of vehicles as the 
nodes consisting of storage, processing and wireless communication capabilities. The wireless access 
in vehicular environments presents architecture, based on a division into multiple channels. Each 
channel uses a switching mechanism for the selection of channels, since only one channel is active at 
a given time. However, in some scenarios, collisions can be a result of this channel switching 
mechanism approach used in wave introduces an undesirable effect that allows different vehicles to 
transmit simultaneously [4]. 

3. VNET Traffic Control System

The VANET categorized particularly for the short range communication among the mobile host 
vehicles as well as between the vehicles and the road side information infrastructure. Generally, the 
moving vehicles are equipped with On Board Unit (OBU) and the road side communication 
infrastructures are referred to Road Side Units (RSUs) which is further used to control the traffic 
signal at the intersection. The new WLAN standard IEEE 802.11 referred to as Dedicated Short 
Range Communication (DSRC) which forms the bases for the V2V and the V2I communication as 
well is used to access the wireless in the vehicular environment. The licensed spectrum of 75MHz 
has been allocated at 5.9GHz for the DSRC. The IEEE 802.11a standard is similar to the physical layer 
of the IEEE 802.11p. Following figure shows the overview of Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET). 

Also, TCC supports to identify the location of the destination vehicle in a quick manner. 
Comparing to traditional VANET, better performance of the BUS-VANET can be obtained by higher 
delivery rate and less delivery delays [5].  

 U. Kumaran and Dr. R. S. Shaji researched that on vertical handover in vehicular ad hoc 
network using multiple parameters.  Mainly because of resource management, Number of 
handover is the main parameter considered. Unnecessary handover reduces throughput and 
network occupancies performance.  However, in the vertical handover decision algorithm 
implementation of multi-criteria decision making of a vehicular ad hoc network increases the 
network performance in view of load balance index and the number of hand off [6]. The proposed 
system is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. VANET in action for Congestion Control at Intersection. 

4. Methodology 

In this research, a basic traffic control system for traffic light based on the use of 802.11p 
standard is proposed. The target is to send a message to a vehicle about not entering the yellow box 
at the intersection with high reliability and low delay and to control the traffic signalling. The 
performance of this proposed system was also evaluated. Issues related to traffic safety such as the 
propagation delay of warning messages in the vicinity, the number of blind vehicles, and the total 
number of packets received by each vehicle is addressed. 
 

5. Simulation 

For this study, the performance simulation parameters that are taken into account are shown in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. Parameters Used for Performance Evaluation. 

Simulation Parameter Value 

Number of vehicle (nodes) 200 
Maximum speed of vehicle 5 – 20 m/sec 
Scenario size 800 x 800 m 
Length of the vehicle 4.5 m 
Number of vehicle crossed on green signal 175 
Distance between two traffic signal 50m  
Normal Packet size 512B  
Warning Packet size 256B  
Simulation time 5 minutes 
Sensor transmission range 75 m  
Vehicle transmission range 200 m  

Table 2. Varying Parameters. 

Parameters Data Rate Packet Size No. of Vehicles 

Packet Delivery ratio (%) 97% - 98% 99% - 99.5% 98% - 99% 

Packet Loss (Bytes) < 4 < 5 < 2 
End-to-End Delay (ms) < 25 ms < 25 ms < 6.2 ms 

Throughput (Kbps or Mbps) 1.5 Mb/s 150 Kb/s 15-100 Kb/s 
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Table 2 refers the Quality of Service (QoS) [7-9] parameters of the network considered for our 
evaluation. The Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is the ratio of the number of delivered data packet to 
destination. Higher the value of PDR the better performance of the protocol. End-to-End Delay is the 
average taken by data packets to arrive in the destination which is lower. Packet loss is total number 
of packets dropped during the simulation and the amount of data received at destination is given by 
throughput values.  

6. Concluding Discussions 

The proposed system promises improved performance measures by attaining reduced delay 
and higher Packet Delivery Ratio which are vital parameters considered in the study. The analysis of 
the simulation results reveals that there are lesser congestions at the yellow box to minimize the 
traffic jams at the intersection junctions. Thus the results evidence that the VANET improved traffic 
efficiency, resulting in decreased travel times and safety concerns. Since positive results were 
achieved by simulation of this VANET based scenario, the future direction of the research is to 
prototype a Cloud Computing [10-11] based IoT [12-13] system to experiment this proposed system 
in real traffic.  
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